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Long-term financial forecasting informs policy makers as they plan for the future.  It provides the information needed to make 
decisions that will maintain sustainable operations and identifies opportunities to further invest in the organization’s strategic goals 
and objectives. This Long-Term Financial Forecast for 2023-2027 provides a five-year outlook for the Unified Government’s (UG) 
major operational funds.  This forecast report focuses in its own section on a review of the UG’s main operating fund, the General 
Fund, which combines the operations of the City, County and Consolidated City/County Parks funds.  This executive summary 
provides a brief examination other funds, such as the County Special Levy Funds, Dedicated (Public Safety/ Neighborhood 
Infrastructure) Sales Tax Fund, Special Street & Highway Fund, Tourism and Convention Promotion Fund, Emergency Medical 
Services Enterprise Fund, and the City and County Debt Funds.   

***** 
The Recent Economy.  Although not as significant as preliminarily anticipated, economic indicators show that the local business 
environment has been negatively impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Unemployment in the County grew from an average of 4.3% 
in 2019, to during the shelter-in-place period 16% in April 2020, then steadily dropped to an average of 7.8% for the 2020 year. 
Demand for employees have driven unemployment down thru most of 2021, with the October rate for the County at 4.4%.   

Aside from the pandemic’s impact on the economy, Kansas City, Kansas economic performance has been mixed over the past few 
years.  While Wyandotte County’s employment increased by 0.8% between June 2020 and June 2021, Wyandotte County’s average 
weekly wages between the 2nd quarter 2020 and 2nd quarter 2021 decreased by 1.4% with the average weekly wage being $1,084. 
Additionally, the County’s assessed valuation only grew 3.3% in 2020 tax levy year due to the pandemic impact on the commercial 
real estate market.  Conversely, Kansas City home prices have reached the highest level in years and upward pressure is expected to 
continue into the next year.   

Forecasting Uncertainties.  Several uncertainties are included in the Forecast that diminish the General Fund reserves during the 
five-year period. One uncertainty is the timing and length of the economic impact of the pandemic and whether new variants of the 
virus will appear that are resistant to the vaccination protocols potentially causing another business lockdown. A second uncertainty 
is the timing of the significant level of retiring employees in the next five years; if these employees retire sooner than expected, the 
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General Fund financial position would be more negatively impacted and could impair the UG’s ability to meet operational demands in 
subsequent years.  The Forecast as presented includes conservative, yet hopeful projections of these uncertainties.  Economic vitality 
and consumer behavior are projected to resume to prior levels in 2022, and level of employee retirements is projected to take place 
in a steady manner consistent with the recent years’ pattern, as opposed to annual sudden spikes of retirements. 
 
To address both short-term and long-term issues, the UG administration will continue reviewing its operations and service delivery 
options.  Towards meeting financial sustainability objectives, the UG has a history of partnering with the private and non-profit 
sectors for the cost-effective delivery of a variety of services to our residents.  While the UG continues exploring alternative service 
delivery models, the UG is also reviewing cost recovery levels of services and the fees charged for these services.  
 
During the upcoming months, staff will continue to monitor revenue sources as well as update spending plans, as applicable, based 
on newly available information.  This updated information will be reflected in the 2022 Amended/2023 Proposed Budget, which is 
scheduled to be released to the Commission in June or July of 2022. 
 
Long-Term Obligations and Infrastructure Fiscal Challenges.  In addition to maintaining the General Fund reserve, the 
Government has various other fiscal challenges. One challenge is achieving the Commission’s goal to identify resources to invest in 
our aging public streets, facilities and equipment.  Recent analysis from the Public Works Department concludes that to restore our 
streets and bridges to safe roadway standards and forestall their decline into the “failed street” category, budgets must be re-aligned 
to identify $20 million a year in new funding for street preservation and $14 million a year in new funding for bridge repair and 
maintenance.  Additionally, a recent condition assessment reports of the UG’s over 150 facilities and buildings calculated $250 million 
in facilities deferred maintenance costs, which is significant given the size of UG organization and geographic service area.   
 
Another challenge is that although statutorily precluded from augmenting employer contribution levels above the legal cap, the UG’s 
portion of the KPERS AND KP&F net pension liability as of the end of 2020 was $215 million, or 66% funding status. Along with this 
pension liability, the Government has a long-term liability related to retiree health care costs (Other Post-Employment Benefits, or 
OPEB) of estimated at $132 million as of the end of 2020. 
 
Vision and Strategic Goals.  As part of its strategic planning efforts, the UG Commission approved their vision and seven goals.   
 
The vision is:  Uniquely Wyandotte – a vibrant intersection of diversity, opportunities, and distinctive neighborhoods.  
An engaged community: healthy, fulfilled and inspired. 
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The seven strategic goals are to: 
 
• Reduce Blight 
• Increase Safety and Perception of Safety 
• Improve Community Health 
• Increase Economic Prosperity of the Community and Opportunity for our Residents 
• Improve Customer Service and Communication 
• Increase Community Cohesion 
• Improve Infrastructure 
 
 

To address both the strategic goals and fiscal challenges, the UG will continue reviewing its operations and service delivery options in 
a disciplined manner.  A policy framework to guide in setting appropriate fees for services based on the values of our community is 
planned. Establishment of an OPEB Trust will be presented to begin setting aside funds for future retiree health care costs that can 
yield investment earnings greater than the UG’s operating funds. The organization will be continuing the process of implementing 
Priority-Based Budgeting as a tool for identifying alternative resource allocation options.  Finally, the Commission will continue to 
vigilantly monitor the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and ensuring the health needs of the community are met. 
 

Forecast Assumptions and Methodology 
 
In developing the Forecast, various economic indicators and cost drivers were developed based on past trends or average annual 
rates of change, and statistical correlations.  Anticipated future events were also incorporated into the Forecast.  The methodology 
for calculating changes for out-years of the Forecast (2023-2027) are based on historical analysis of increases with adjustments 
factored in for known items.  Forecast assumptions vary per the respective revenue and cost category and, in most cases, are based 
on statistical correlation with other revenue or cost drivers in which they are statistical correlated.  Correlation is a statistical 
technique that can show whether and how strongly pairs of variables are related.  A correlation is a single number that describes the 
degree of relationship between two variables, with the closer the correlation calculation approaches 1.0 the more correlated are the 
two variables.  Staff also performed a reasonableness test of the results. 
 
This Forecast assumes that a fall-off in economically sensitive revenues occurs once every eight to ten years, and as a result of this 
assumption and the COVID-19 pandemic event, a recession is included in the Forecast in years 2021 and/or 2022.  While it is not 
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staff’s intent to predict the exact timing of the recession, its inclusion in the Forecast is to send a signal that a cyclical event, 
whereby revenues can drop dramatically, will inevitably occur.  In 2022 and 2023 a post-recession modest upswing is incorporated.   
 
The following table is a sample of the economic indicators and cost drivers utilized in the Forecast. 
 
Forecast Assumptions 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 
Population annual growth rate 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 
Inflation rate 2.2% 2.0% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 
Unemployment Rate 5.5% 5.0% 4.8% 4.8% 4.8% 
Assessed Value (KCK) annual growth rate 8.9% 6.0% 5.9% 5.9% 4.9% 
Property Tax Delinquency Rate (KCK) 6.5% 6.0% 5.7% 5.7% 5.7% 
 
Property tax Mill Levies 

No change 
from 2022 

No change 
from 2022 

No change 
from 2022 

No change 
from 2022 

No change 
from 2022 

BPU Electric PILOT growth rate 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 
Taxable Retail Sales growth rate (WyCo) 3.3% 3.3% 3.3% 3.3% 3.3% 
Salaries and Wages growth rate 3.3% 3.3% 2.3% 2.3% 2.3% 
Employee Health Insurance growth rate 5.8% 5.8% 5.8% 5.8% 5.8% 
Inmate Medical growth rate 5.8% 5.8% 5.8% 5.8% 5.8% 
Residential Trash Services 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 
Other Professional Services growth rate 2.0% 2.0% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 

 

Overview of Forecasts by Fund Group 
 
Each operating area, or fund, is uniquely impacted by the application of the forecast assumptions due to each fund’s unique mix of 
revenue sources and operational costs.  For example, some funds are reliant on economically sensitive revenues, such as sales tax.  
Other funds’ costs are concentrated in on-going costs, such as personnel, that are less flexible to change compared with other funds 
that have their focus on one-time costs, such as cash-funded capital, which can be more easily be adapted to changing economic 
events.  The following is summary of the fiscal overview for each fund group discussed in this report.  Refer to each section for more 
detailed information. 
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General Fund - Having preliminarily weathered the financial impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and received federal assistance to 
cover lost revenue, this baseline five-year Forecast reflects a preservation of the Combined General Fund reserves. Although 
promising, challenges remain as expenditures outpace revenues for the City General Fund. This City gap is covered by faster growing 
revenues in the County General compared to its expenditure demands. The General Fund is estimated to end 2022 with $37.9 million 
in cash balances.  Over the Forecast period ending in 2027, $14.0 million are estimated to be drawn down from the General Fund 
estimated cash reserves if no actions were taken to remedy the imbalance.  Although this Forecast projects strong revenue growth, 
annual resources are insufficient to meet required accrued leave balance payments to the expected increase of retirees while 
keeping pace with conservative expenditure needs, such as a moderate cost of living adjustment for active employee compensation. 
It is anticipated that between $7-$11 million in annual operating expenditure efficiencies or additional revenues are needed in 2024 
thru 2027 to achieve the reserve target objectives and achieve a more sustainable financial position. 
 
Special County Levy Funds - These funds are reliant on dedicated property tax mill levies, and provide a myriad of social services, 
health and other community services. The cash fund balance of the Special County Levy Funds expects to end 2022 at $988,000 and 
grows to a projected $9.4 million by the end of the forecast period, or 101% of 2027 total expenditures.  This growth is due to 
expected increases in the market value of residential and commercial properties having a positive affect on property tax revenues. 
 
Dedicated (Public Safety/  Neighborhood Infrastructure) Sales Tax Fund – This fund’s revenues are 100% from sales and 
use taxes from a 3/8th cent sales tax recently renewed by voters for another 10-years, through 2030. The cash fund balance of the 
Dedicated Sales Tax Fund expects to end 2022 at $169,000 and projects a negative cash balance during each of the five forecast 
years ending at a ($3.0) million cash deficit in 2027.  Planned CMIP expenditures exceed available resources during the forecast 
period.  The projection requires a reduction of the $5.8 million annual capital expenditures budgeted from 2023-2027.  
 
Special Street and Highway Fund – This fund’s revenues are 100% from the gasoline tax distributed to the UG by the State of 
Kansas. The cash fund balance of the Street and Highway Fund expects to end 2022 at $822,000 and projects a positive cash 
balance during each of the five forecast years ending at $1.5 million of cash in 2027, or 20% of total expenditures.  Planned annual 
personnel costs of $4 million for street maintenance needs and CMIP annual expenditures of $1.5-$2 million are met with available 
resources during the forecast period.   
 
Tourism and Convention Promotion Fund – This fund is 100% reliant on the transient guest tax, a tax paid on hotel and motel 
lodging businesses within the City and is assessed at 8% of sales per Ordinance. The cash fund balance of the Tourism and 
Convention Promotion Fund expects to end 2022 at $125,000 and grow to a projected $8 million by the end of the forecast period.  
The 2020 and 2021 revenue estimates were reduced from prior year levels due to the impact of the pandemic on the hotel and 
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accommodations activities, with revenues expected to grow to the same level as 2019 at $3.8 million in 2022. The forecast assumes 
prior level of tourism activity will resume in 2023 and additional hotels will be added in future years for known developments 
anticipated to be completed with revenues coming at $4.6 million annually for 2025-2027. 
 
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Fund – Supporting paramedic and ambulance services, this fund is dependent on a 1/4th 
cent sales tax passed by City voters in 2004.  Additional revenues include charges for services fee collections and medical insurance 
reimbursement for ambulance services. The cash fund balance of the Emergency Medical Services Fund expects to end 2022 at 
$204,000 and decline to a projected deficit of $5.3 million by the end of the forecast period.  Costs in this fund were reduced during 
the 2020/2021 budget season due to the anticipated revenue loss resulting from the pandemic.  Although sales tax revenue 
performance exceeded estimates in 2020 and 2021, the charges for services collections have remained lower than prior year levels 
and flat in the out-years.  The slow growth rates of these revenues sources cannot support the annual personnel costs of $8.3-$9.2 
million in personnel costs nor the $1.5 million in fire apparatus, vehicle, and ambulance lease obligations.  Performance of this fund 
will be closely monitored. 
 
City and County Debt Funds – These funds are reliant on dedicated property tax mill levies.  These funds’ forecast shows that the 
current revenue projections support the issuance of debt at the level approved in the UG’s 2022 Adopted Budget/Capital and 
Maintenance Improvement Program (CMIP).  Additional capital investment financing prior to 2026 is not fiscally support for the City 
Bond & Interest Fund; however opportunities present themselves in the County Bond & Interest Fund in the later years of the 5-year 
forecast to increase County facilities investments or make a change to the revenue dedication. 
 

Fiscal Sustainability Proposals 
 
The following is a list of fiscal sustainability proposals recommended to be undertaken to meet the UG’s fiscal challenges: 
 

• Analyze current service delivery costs, through the Priority Based Budgeting Process, to ensure their alignment with the 
Commission’s strategic goals; 
 

• Develop a plan to address funding the Street Preservation Program, Bridge repairs and public facility deferred 
maintenance costs which would provide a framework for future policy discussions surrounding identifying new resources; 

 
• Continuing the community engagement process in identifying the revenue requirements for dedicated funding of the 
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Government’s stormwater future operating and capital infrastructure needs;  
 

• Finish implementation of policy to allow for accumulation of resources for future equipment replacement costs; and 
 

• Establish an Other Post-Employment Benefits (OPEB) Trust to have the legal structure to set aside and accumulate 
the cost of healthcare of future retirees and to invest these resources in a manner similar to pension funds. 
 

Long-Unfunded Term Liabilities 
 
This Forecast, as outlined in the following sections of this report, does not reflect the following long-term liabilities: 
 

1. Capital Debt Financing Policy:  The Forecast assumes any future debt load above current administrative parameters must be 
supported by additional revenue.  The UG Finance staff recommends including in the capital financing debt policy a 
comprehensive strategy with specific debt capacity parameters that will enable the Government to meet its infrastructure 
investment needs while remaining fiscally sustainable within an appropriate debt capacity level. 
 

2. Potential Litigation and Settlement Costs:  The Unified Government is self-insured for liability claims. All liability claims are 
reviewed, challenged if appropriate, and processed for payment at the agreed amount by the Chief Legal Counsel. Kansas 
statutes limit the liability in tort cases to $500,000.  Although an estimated $850,000 is annually included in the Forecast to 
cover such claims, judgments and settlements, unanticipated settlements may significantly exceed this estimated budgeted 
cost.  In addition, although necessary to take advantage of the opportunity to potentially mitigate legal settlement costs, 
legal defense expenses for litigating such lawsuits often exceed budgeted estimates. 
 

3. Streets Rehabilitation and Replacement Costs:  Public Works Department has developed a comprehensive, data-driven street 
preservation program.  The Unified Government’s over 2,400 lane miles pavement network has a current Pavement Condition 
Index (PCI) rating of 53 with 70% of the network rated as in poor, marginal to fair category.  Current funding levels for 
street maintenance are insufficient to maintain even our current low PCI rating in the future.  Currently poorly rated streets 
will become “failing” streets in the future due to their age and condition without more attention.  This baseline Forecast 
sustains the current funding level for street maintenance (approximately $9 million annually) and does not include additional 
resources of $20 million annually to address this cost-effective street preservation and rehabilitation investment, nor the 
estimated annual $14 million for the maintenance of bridges.  This $20 + $14 million a year is needed for each of the next 18 
years in order to increase the UG’s PCI from 53 to 74.  After the 18 years, continued funding of between $12-$14 million 
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annually is needed to maintain the 74 PCI level.  Street and road maintenance have been consistently rated as the top 
priority for UG focus on resident community surveys of UG services performance.  
 

4. Parks Master Plan:  The Parks Master Plan was presented to the Commission in the late 2017. This baseline Forecast does not 
include funding for the estimated costs of the Parks Master Plan.  A new revenue source will be needed to fund the 
recommended park and community center improvements, as well as restore the Parks and Recreation Department staffing to 
levels consistent with other comparative local government.   
 

5. Deferred Facility Maintenance Costs:  A recent condition assessment reports of the UG’s over 150 facilities and buildings have 
identified $250 million in deferred maintenance costs are needed, given the size of UG organization and geographic service 
area.  Due to the prolonged slow recovery since the last recession a decade ago, on-going operating funds have been 
unavailable to address these deferred maintenance needs. In the absence of a property tax mill rate increase or other 
dedicated resource, utilizing the UG’s current general obligation debt capacity to finance this level of facilities investment will 
be challenging.  The adopted five-year CMIP addresses some of these needs, but does not satisfy all of these expected costs.   
 

6. Capital Equipment Replacement Costs:  Many UG departments need to replace their aging capital equipment.  Due to the 
prolonged slow recovery since the last recession a decade ago, on-going operating funds have been unavailable to fully 
address these equipment replacement needs. Additional funding from the early payoff of the STAR bonds in 2017 provided 
for some replacements.  Currently, equipment is replaced using current resources. A dedicated fund to set aside resources for 
the future replacement of capital equipment is a recommended practice and including some minimal funding would be a good 
start towards addressing this need.  This baseline Forecast does not include additional funding for this purpose. 
 

7. Unfunded Net Pension Liability:  Based on the most recent July 2020 KPERS pension actuarial report, the UG-wide net 
pension liability (including the combined KPERS-Local and KP&F-Local group plans) totals $215 million, which represents a 
funding status of 66% (plan fiduciary net position as a percentage of the total pension liability).1  In other words, UG’s 
current proportion of the KPERS pension fund assets are 34% lower than the level of assets sufficient to meet 100% of 
estimated future retirement obligations of covered UG employees (of which those total obligations are based on actuarial 
assumptions).  The Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) recommends a policy of fully funding pension plans. 
Credit rating agencies generally categorize as average or above average pension plans with funding statuses between 80% 
and 90%, and funding statuses between 60% and 70% as below average or weak.2  
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The UG is annually contributing 100% of its contractually required contributions, or $21.4 million in 2020.3 Contractually 
required refers to the amount KPERS requires local governments to pay; it is not the amount that will bring pension assets to 
the full value of estimated future costs.  The UG is not legally required to contribute additional resources to reduce its net 
pension liability.  State places a cap on the level of employer contributions, and the UG is contributing at this capped rate.  
Without a state law change, this unfunded net pension liability will remain on the UG balance sheet.   
 
As a side note, KPERS assumes that should local governments annually contribute their contractually required contributions, 
their proportion of pension fund assets will attain the 100% funding status in 30 years.  This assumption supports the 
rationale behind the required KP&F special retirement payments for retiring Police and Fire employees whose final 
compensation calculations for future pension payment purposes are increased with the inclusion of accrued vacation and sick 
leave payouts at their separation from UG service. 
 

8. Unfunded Retiree Healthcare Net Liability (Other Post-Employment Benefits, or OPEB):  State statute requires the UG to offer 
healthcare benefits to its retirees up till age 65. Unlike pensions, OPEB costs are based on benefit costs during the years that 
a retiree (and applicable souse and dependents) are eligible to receive benefits, ending at age 65 per Kansas Statute 12-
5040.  These retirement benefits (medical, dental, vision) are paid on behalf of retirees and their eligible spouse and 
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dependents, in addition to pensions. Benefits are not uniform for all retirees, due to differences in negotiated OPEB benefits 
over time. Most eligible participants must contribute full-blended premiums to maintain coverage.  The blended premium is 
based on average costs amongst all active and retirees in the healthcare plan.  The reason there is a net unfunded liability is 
because the amount retirees contribute through their premiums is lower than respective costs incurred by these retirees.  It 
is referred to as the “implicit subsidy” because health care costs are higher for older, retired participants than younger, active 
employees.   
 
In addition, the UG currently offers healthcare coverage for retirees beyond when they are Medicare-eligible at age 65. The 
coverage and premiums paid by these retirees are for supplemental plans to Medicare and they do pay the applicable 
premium as set by the UG.  This coverage offering is more generous than is required by State Statute.  As of 1/1/2019, 108 
retirees are in this coverage category or 45% of all retirees covered for medical. Because this provision is offered in our plan, 
the actuary must assume that future retirees will also elect this coverage.  At the end of 2020, the Unified Government’s net 
OPEB liability totaled $132.0 million, which includes the estimated future health care claims of both the retirees and active 
employees that are projected to be covered with these benefits in the future.  If the coverage provisions were revised to no 
longer offer coverage past Medicare-eligibility age 65 for future retirees (not current retirees), the actuary computed that the 
UG’s OPEB liability would drop by $69 million or 52%.   
 

 
 
The UG currently is on a “pay go” basis and is not setting aside funds for these future costs. If a trust were created, the 
actuary could use a higher discount rate in the actuarial assumptions for calculating the net present value of our OPEB 
liability.  This is because additional contributions to the trust would earn at an investment rate of approximately 6% 

12/31/2019 12/31/2020 12/31/2019 12/31/2020 12/31/2019 12/31/2020
UG proportionate Share of 
collective OPEB liability $91,474,380 $120,952,468 8,214,352$     10,861,469$   $99,688,732 131,813,937$    

UG covered-employee payroll $76,445,421 $76,221,953 $61,654,310 $61,474,080 $138,099,731 $137,696,033

UG proportionate share of OPEB 
liability as a percentage of UG 
employee-covered payroll 120% 159% 13% 18% 72% 96%

Govtal Activities Business-Type Activities TOTAL COMBINED
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compared with the 20-year municipal bond rate required by GASB 75 which in 2020 was only 1.96%.  The estimate is that 
setting up a trust and contributing to it annually would further reduce our OPEB liability by $60-$60 million. In short, 
changing our medical coverage as it relates to Medicare eligibility for future retirees and establishing an OPEB trust could 
potentially eliminate the UG’s $132 million OPEB liability from its government-wide financial statements.  If this were done 
during 2020, the governmental activities deficit net position of ($2) million could have been an estimate positive of $117 to 
$127 million.  Such a positive net position would be seen favorably by the credit rating agencies. 
 
This baseline Forecast does not include additional OPEB contributions into a trust to bring down the OPEB liability.  Finance 
staff have developed a plan for establishing an OPEB trust that will provide a funding strategy for reducing this liability. OPEB 
trusts allow local governments to invest additional resources in the long-term investment securities that earn better yields 
than local governments can earn with fixed income investments. By setting up a trust, in the future the UG could be paying 
for the healthcare costs of future retirees with investment earnings rather than operating tax-support dollars. 

 

Forecast Potential Risks  
 
This Forecast, as outlined in the following sections of this report, does not reflect the following potential risks in the future five years: 
 

1. Changes in the local, regional and national economy:  This Forecast assumes a modest recession in 2021 and/or 2022 caused 
by the pandemic marked by a moderate slow-down in the growth rate for the local economy, followed by an economic 
rebound in the subsequent years.  Any changes from this assumption may have positive or negative impacts on economically 
sensitive revenues, such as sales taxes. National government policy changes, such as international trade policy disputes or 
additional federal assistance to local governments due to COVID, could impact the regional business climate and job growth.   
 

2. Labor Negotiations:  The Unified Government has various employee organization (labor) agreements that expired as of 
December 31, 2019 and one contract that expired December 31, 2018.  Although funding for a moderate cost of living 
adjustment has been included in the 2023-2027 salary and benefits cost lines for potential contract costs resulting from the 
negotiations of these expiring labor agreements, any agreements reached between the UG’s employee organizations, and the 
UG administration above moderate cost of living funding level have not been included in the Forecast. The fiscal challenge 
with this assumption relates to the Government’s ability to remain competitive with other local governments. Beyond 2022 
the Forecast assumes no additional employee positions.   
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3. Future Retiree Payout Assumptions:  One-fourth of the UG-wide labor force is eligible to retire in the next five years.  
Assumptions have been made to reasonably predict the timing of these retirements, the expected accrued vacation and sick 
leave balances, and contribution amounts to the pension funds for additions to these retiring employees actuarial pension 
liability resulting from the additional final compensation calculation incurred from the leave balance payouts at separation.  
These costs are one-time in nature, but the amounts and timing are subject to change depending on the decisions of retiring 
employees.  Assumptions have also been made for the potential salary savings the UG might experience following the 
retirements. These required payments are significant, estimated to have a net $14 million impact over the next five years.    

 

Endnotes 
 

1. Unified Government Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) for the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2020, Pension Status 
References in the Notes to the Financial Statements and Required Supplemental Information Sections. 

2. National Association of State Retirement Administrators, “The 80-percent threshold: Its source as a healthy or minimum funding level for 
public pension levels”, January 2012, web link: NASRA Pension Funding Status Threshold White Paper-January 2012 

3. Unified Government Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) for the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2020, Pension Status 
References in the Notes to the Financial Statements and Required Supplemental Information Sections. 

4. Unified Government Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) for the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2020, OPEB (Retiree Health 
Care) Status References in the Notes to the Financial Statements and Required Supplemental Information Sections. 
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Having preliminarily weathered the financial impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and received federal 
assistance to cover lost revenue, this baseline five-year Forecast reflects a preservation of the Combined 
General Fund reserves. Although promising, challenges remain as expenditures outpace revenues for the 
City General Fund. This City gap is covered by faster growing revenues in the County General compared 
to its expenditure demands. 

 
John F. Kennedy, our 35th President, said, “When written in Chinese, the word ‘crisis’ is composed of two characters. One represents 
danger and the other represents opportunity.”   
 
During the midst of the pandemic, public officials were asking a host of questions that depending on the answers could signal danger 
for municipal budgets.  Some of these questions included:  Will the pandemic fundamentally change the way shopping is done?  Will 
the higher unemployment rate in our County recover?  Will unemployed residents find meaningful, well-paying jobs?  Will the recent 
demand for single family homes continue, or will some residents impacted by job losses be forced to sell their homes, driving down 
home prices?  Will increased remote working and learning change business and education practices?    
 
After nearly two years of this pandemic, many of these questions have been answered.  Although brick and mortar retail held its 
own, the growth in online sales significantly outpaced prior growth rates.  The 16% unemployment rate in April of 2020 as stabilized 
to 4.4% in October 2021. Instead of residents having difficulty finding a job, businesses are experiencing challenges is finding 
applicants to fill their job vacancies. Kansas City home prices have reached the highest level in years and upward pressure is 
expected to continue into the next year. And finally, the shift to remote working has transformed how business is conducted into the 
future. How the pandemic impacted local governments was nearly the opposite of what was expected, which explains why long term 
financial forecasting is so challenging.  The key takeaway is that nothing stays the same and that change is inevitable.   
 
With the dangers of the pandemic came transformative opportunities. The federal government provided resources to state and local 
governments to cover the significant costs of fighting the COVID-19 disease spread, providing funds for many needs including 

  GENERAL FUND FORECAST 
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vaccination sites, personal protection equipment, augmented unemployment insurance and small business assistance.  With the 
adoption of the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA), municipalities across the county received badly needed resources to cover lost 
revenues due to the pandemic and to aid residents that were negatively impacted economically or disproportionately impacted due 
to systemic equities in healthcare delivery or in housing.  
 
The Unified Government received $87 million in ARPA local fiscal recovery funds to address these needs, of which $21 million was 
deposited in the General Fund for revenue replacement for 2021 and $14 million for 2022. These ARPA revenue replacement funds, 
along with prudent spending practices during 2020, made it possible for the Unified Government to preserve its General Fund 
reserve levels. The forecasted CAFR fund balance at the end of 2022 is 21.6% of total expenditures, which is consistent with the 
fund balance reserve levels at the end of 2020 at 22.3% of total expenditures.   
  
The finances of the Unified Government are complex due to our unique governance structure as a consolidated government, both a 
city and a county.  To simplify this forecast, references to the General Fund include the consolidation of three distinct general funds. 
The largest is the Kansas City, Kansas (City) General Fund which collects revenues to spend on services typically provided to city 
residents, such as police, fire, street maintenance, and recreational activities.  The second largest is the Wyandotte County, Kansas 
(County) General Fund with resources to support services often required by the State of Kansas, such as the sheriff, jail detention, 
the district attorney, the appraiser, motor vehicle registration and many other services.  The third is the Parks General Fund that 
combines resources from both the City and County to maintain over 2,715 acres of park land.  
 

Out of all Governmental Funds, the General Fund is the largest and is the main operating 
fund of the UG.  Together, the three funds comprise the Consolidated General Fund which 
has a total 2022 expenditure budget of $248 million and represents over 60% of the entire 
Unified Government’s financial operations. Given its size and the many services it supports 
for residents, a careful analysis of its long-term fiscal health is provided. 
 

General Fund Net Operating Margin  
Baseline Forecast 
In a household budget, successful performance is measured whether a family’s income 
matches with outgoing expenses – that’s the net operating margin. In this forecast, the net 
operating margin approach is used to single out transactions only occurring during the 
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forecast year, in the absence of prior year fund balance reserves.  The net annual surplus / shortfall reflects the difference between 
the projected General Fund revenues and expenditures for each year of the forecast.  The net operating margin cumulative starts 
with the available fund balance in excess of our two-month target reserve, then tallies each year’s performance over the Forecast 
period, resulting in the estimated change to fund balance over the course of the period.   
 
Despite strong anticipated future revenue growth projections, matching operational obligations with available resources is a fiscal 
challenge. The Baseline Forecast table below provides a quick view of the annual net margin for the future five years.  
 

Baseline Long Term Financial Forecast 
Fiscal Year 2023 - 2027 

 
 

 
Over the Forecast period, $2.7 million are estimated to be drawn down from the 
General Fund reserve by 2027 if no actions were taken to remedy the imbalance. The 
graph on the left provides an illustration of the net operating margins of this base 
forecast. Net annual surplus/shortfalls fluctuate between a positive $4.7 million in 2027 
and shortfall of $9.8 million in 2023.  These shortfalls in 2023, 2024 and 2025 reflect 
one-time spending on capital investments utilizing the ARPA revenue replacement 
funds received in 2021 and 2022 as the funding source.   
 
Even though this Forecast projects strong revenue growth, annual resources must 

meet required accrued leave balance payments to the expected increase of retirees while keeping pace with conservative 
expenditure needs, such as a moderate cost of living adjustment for active employee compensation. It is anticipated that between 
$7-$11 million in annual operating expenditure efficiencies or additional revenues are needed in 2024 thru 2027 to achieve the 
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reserve target objectives and achieve a more sustainable financial position. 
 

General Fund (CAFR) Total Fund Balance - Baseline Forecast 
 
In 2018, the UG Commission adopted a fiscal policy that prescribes a General Fund reserve level be retained in its ending fund 
balance (modified accrual basis (CAFR) basis) of 2-months of expenditures, or 2/12th or 16.67% percent.  For simplicity purposes, 
the target reserve is referred to as 17% of expenditures. The reserve fund balance purpose is to accumulate resources to counter 
economic and/or operating budgetary uncertainty.  For purposes of measuring the target reserve, the modified accrual basis fund 
balance is a better fiscal measure to use than the cash basis because it includes various receivables and payable reflected on the 
Government’s balance sheet, and is the standard approach recommended by credit rating agencies and finance professionals.   
 
At the end of 2021, the Government expects to end the year with over 2-months of expenditures in its General Fund balance with a 
reserve of 24% of expenditures. Assuming no actions undertaken, the baseline forecast estimates the CAFR fund balance to drop to 
21% of expenditures in 2022, 17% in 2023, and stabilize at 14% of total expenditures in 2024 thru 2027.  These later year projected 
reserve levels fall below the 17% target prescribed in the reserve policy. 
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Reserves are recommended so that there are enough resources to meet operating needs during economic downturns or 
unanticipated events, such as a global pandemic.  The reserve policy also stipulates that in the event reserves are required to be 
utilized, a plan be developed to replenish the reserve over the future five years to the minimum 2-month of expenditures operating 
reserve level. To restore the fund balance of the General Fund to the 17% target reserve, actions to both augment resources and 
reduce operating costs will be necessary in 2024. It is anticipated that between $7-$11 million in annual operating expenditure 
efficiencies or additional revenues are needed in 2024 thru 2027 to achieve the reserve target objectives. The dotted line represents 
where the fund balance should be in each year if the target reserve policy balance was met. 
 

General Funds Budgetary ($ Cash $) Fund Balance Baseline Forecast 
 
The State of Kansas requires local governments to report their budgets on a cash basis.  As a result, the following discusses the 
projected budgetary (or cash) balances of the General Fund, rather than the CAFR modified accrual basis total fund balance.  The 
charts below illustrate the financial projections of the General Fund on a cash basis through the Forecast period. The dotted line 
represents where the cash balance should be in each year if the target reserve policy balance was met. 
 
Combined General Fund Position (2019-2027) 
Combining the three UG general funds together, the cash fund balance declines over the forecast period but remains positive.  
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In the years 2023 to 2027, $13.7 million is projected to be drawn from the 2021 ending budgetary basis (cash) fund balance of 
$18.4 million.  Of the total $4 million drawn-down from fund balance, a net estimated $14 million in one-time costs from 2023 to 
2027 are required to be paid to expected retirees for accrued leave payouts and KP&R retirement special payments upon their 
separation from service due to the “silver tsunami”.  In other words, without the significant level of expected retirements, the 
General Fund’s reserves would have increased rather than been reduced. 
 
Separately reviewing the financial projections of the individual general funds (City, County and Parks (city/county) funds) is helpful in 
evaluating the sustainability of the resources used to support the various services recorded in each of these funds. Due to increased 
reliance on sales and use tax (at 24% in 2022) and given the projected flattening of this source, the City General Fund is forecasted 
to decline to a near deficit position at $3 million in 2027. Conversely the County General Fund, whose reliance on sales tax is only 
10% of its total revenues, shows its fund balance increasing to $21 million in 2027. The Parks General Fund forecasts a stable cash 
position beginning in 2023. 
 

City General Fund Position (2019-2027)         County General Fund Position (2019-2027) 
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Changes from Baseline Revenue Scenarios  
Projected revenues and expenditures will vary from the forecast.  As a result, it is useful to see a range of possibilities.  The 
following charts below illustrate how the Combined General Fund financial position would look if the revenue and/or expenditures 
deviate from the baseline forecast.  
 
Chart A assumes revenue estimates are to be 1% greater than estimated in the baseline forecast assuming, expenditures 
remain at the baseline. Under these assumptions, the ending cash fund balance would change from 18% of total expenditures in 
2022 (which on a CAFR fund balance basis exceeds the 17% reserve target illustrated by the dotted line) to 14% of total 
expenditures in 2027 which also exceeds the target. 
 

A. 1% above Baseline Revenues  
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Chart B below illustrates how the Consolidated General Fund financial position would look if the revenue estimates are to be 1% 
lower than estimated in the baseline forecast assuming expenditures remain at the baseline. Under these assumptions, the 
ending cash fund balance would change from 18% of total expenditures in 2022 (which on a CAFR fund balance basis exceeds the 
17% reserve target illustrated by the dotted line) to only 1% of total expenditures in 2027, or far below the reserve target. 
 

B. 1% below Baseline Revenues  
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Changes from Baseline Expenditures 
The charts below illustrate how the Combined General Fund financial position would look if the expenditure estimates varied.  Chart 
C assumes that expenditures are 1% less than estimated in the baseline forecast assuming revenues remain at the baseline. 
Under these assumptions, the ending cash fund balance would change from 18% of total expenditures in 2022 (which on a CAFR 
fund balance basis exceeds the 17% reserve target) to a healthy 16% of total expenditures in 2027. 
 

C. 1% below Baseline Expenditures  
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Chart D as follows illustrates how the Combined General Fund financial position would look if the expenditure estimates are to be 
1% greater than have been estimated in the baseline forecast assuming revenues remain at the baseline. Under this 
assumption, the ending cash fund balance would change from 18% of total expenditures in 2022 (which on a CAFR fund balance 
basis exceeds the 17% reserve target) to only 1% of total expenditures in 2027. 
 

D. 1% above Baseline Expenditures  

 
 
Changes from Baseline - Combination of Revenue and Expenditures 
Chart B+D as follows illustrates how the Combined General Fund financial position would look if the revenue estimates are to 
be 1% greater than the baseline forecast, and expenditure estimates are 1% lower than estimated in the baseline 
forecast.  Under these assumptions, the ending cash fund balance would improve from 18% of total expenditures in 2022 (which 
on a CAFR fund balance basis exceeds the 17% reserve target) to 20% of total expenditures in 2027 and would exceed the 
minimum operating reserve target (refer to dotted line). 
 
The assumptions in this chart on the following page illustrates that having discipline in our revenue collection efforts and operations 
can significantly improve our financial sustainability.  Though Priority Based Budgeting (PBB), the Government is evaluating all its 
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programs to determine which no longer match with the Commission’s priorities or can be made more efficient, as well as identifying 
additional revenue sources.  In January 2020, the Commission established the PBB objective of re-allocating 5% of the total 
governmental expenditures (or $15 million) by 2024. This objective was agreed upon before the COVID-19 pandemic hit the 
community, which has made this PBB objective even more challenging, but also more necessary. 
 
     B+D 1% above Baseline Revenues and 1% below Baseline Expenditures – 20% cash balance reserve in 2027 

 
 
Forecasts are conducted to anticipate potential events before they occur so that policymakers can undertake discussions on how best 
to react and make plans to mitigate the negative impact to residents.  The underlying reason for forecasts is because we 
fundamentally care about people; we seek to minimize harms such as job loss or homelessness when economic downturns occur.  
Although perfectly predicting the timing of an economic slowdown or catastrophic events is impossible, our residents benefit from 
having contingency plans as part of our charge to have a sustainable and resilient local government. 
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General Funds Revenues 
 

 
General Fund Forecast for 2023-2027 projects revenue changes ranging from a decline of (1.1%) to an increase of 4.1% on total 
revenues of $243.9 million in 2022. The economic drivers anticipate slower economic growth early in the forecast with recovery 
beginning in 2024 as the economy recovers from the pandemic and various economic development initiatives are completed.  The 
first table as follows provides revenue estimates which include year-over-year increases for 2022 to 2027.  The second table displays 
the growth projected for the General Fund revenue streams on a percentage change basis. Fiscal Year 2023 revenues are estimated 
to decline by $2.7 million or (1.1%) due to the large one-time increase in intergovernmental revenues from the American Rescue 
Plan Act (ARPA) revenue replacement provision deposited in 2022.   
 
General Funds Revenue Baseline Forecast 
Fiscal Years 2023 – 2027 
 
Based on economic analysis, revenue estimates linked to the performance of the regional and local economy reflect modest 
increases in consumer spending impacted by the anticipated economic slowdown resulting from the pandemic.  The upward trend of 
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the General Fund tax revenue in 2023 through 2027 anticipate a moderate economic recovery.  This Forecast assumes that the 
pandemic recession and fall-off in economically sensitive revenues occurred in 2020 and 2021.  While it is not staff’s intent to predict 
the exact timing of economic events, anticipated trends are included to inform policy makers of the anticipated cyclical event, so that 
actions can be taken to sustain the resilience of the organization’s operations.   
 
The graph as follows depicts a historical and projected view of the top four major General Fund revenues, constituting 82% of total 
2023 revenues.  It includes eight years of actual revenue history; the estimated revenue for budget years 2021 and 2022, as well as 
the projections for the subsequent five-years of the Forecast.  The projections are based on current available data and application of 
annual average growth rates and economic factors. The following section is a discussion of these four revenue sources by category. 
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General Funds Property Tax 
Property tax revenue is the largest revenue source for the Unified Government at 30% of total General Fund revenues in 2022.  Its 
calculation includes three variables: ad valorem real estate assessed value, the mill levy rate and a discounting factor to reflect 
delinquent payments.  Each factor is discussed in the following section. 
 
Assessed Valuation 
Since the end of the Great Recession of 2009 that drove homes and commercial business property values down, the value of real 
estate has modestly increased at an annual average rate of 2.7% between 2013 and 2019.  Over this 7-year period, assessed 
valuation recovered to its pre-Great Recession high of $1.27 billion in 2009 to $1.299 billion in 2019. The lowest point was in 2012 at 
$1.078 billion.   
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As the chart illustrates, 50% of total Wyandotte County assessed value is residential, 40% commercial, 3% of personal property, and 
7% utilities in 2022. Residential assessed value calculation is at 11.5% of appraised/market value, and commercial values are 
calculated at 25% of appraised/market value. Personal property values are dropping annually an annual average of 5% due to prior 
legislation regarding machinery & equipment being removed from the tax rolls.  Lower growth in 2018 was due to $10 M drop in 
utility property valuation due to reallocation of land value related to a company reorganization/ownership transfer. Higher overall 
value in 2019 due to utilities value rebounding to prior levels and a 10% increase in commercial property. The slower growth rate in 
2020 value partially due to a reduction in commercial property value resulting from the Hollywood Casino tax appeal. 
 
The assessed value forecast includes an average 6% annual increase in residential and 4.5% increase in commercial, offset by a 6% 
decrease in personal property values. It is anticipated that single family home real estate values will grow substantially.  According to 
the UG Appraiser, median sales price on homes were up by double digits in some neighborhoods in 2021 (which is reflected in 2023 
tax revenues).  The Forecast includes a slower growth rate in 2024 and 2025 for both residential and commercial due to potential 
slowing in real estate market values due to COVID-19 related foreclosures or inventory sell-off should residents be affected by 
unemployment and experience an inability to keep up with mortgage payments.  
 
Property Tax Mill Levies (All Unified Government Governmental Funds) 
 
The second component in calculating property tax revenues is the mill levy rate adopted by the Commission.  The chart below 
includes the City and County general and debt funds and County special mill levy funds for a total of 78-mills.  For informational 
purposes, the table includes 17-mills for City debt service and 2-mills for County-debt service. Residents also pay another 75 to 100 
mills to other govt jurisdictions, depending where they live, for government services provided by school districts, the community 
college, water drainage districts, library districts and others.  On behalf of these districts, the County collects all the property taxes 
and distributes them five times a year to those governments to support their resident/student needs. To learn more on other 
jurisdictions, refer to the statistical table of the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) for 10-yrs of mill rates by district. 
 
In the chart below, notice the 2-mill reduction in the City General Fund in 2017, 2018 and 2019, for a total of a 6-mill reduction.  
This equates to the Unified Government reducing its revenues by approximately $7 million per year.  The mills have remained the 
same in 2020 thru 2022 with only slight changes in mill rates compared to 2019 due to adjustment in parcel values that take place 
between the June and October UG Clerk certifications.  Baseline forecast for 2023-2027 assume no change in mill rates. 
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The next chart as follows illustrates UG property tax mill levy levels since 1984 for only the County and City.  The top two lines are 
the mill levies supporting property tax revenues deposited to the City and County General Funds to meet operational demands of the 
Unified Government. The bottom line is the mill levy supporting general obligation debt service payments in the City Bond & Interest 
Fund.   
 
The Adopted 2018 Tax Year 21.242 City General Fund mill levy rate (purple line), for the 2019 Budget, was at its lowest point over 
this 35-year period, following a 6-mill reduction over a three-year period beginning in 2016.  For 2020 Budget the mill levy was 
ranked 15th out of 25 Kansas 1st Class Cities category. The County General Fund 39.011 mill levy rate (green line) for the 2019 
Budget was at its highest point historically. For 2020 Budget the mill levy was ranked 95th out of the 105 Kansas counties. 
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The second chart below shows the historical mill rates levied by other jurisdictions within Kansas City, Kansas. The rates are 
approved by the USD #500 school district board and Kansas City, Kansas Community College. The UG is responsible for collecting 
these revenues on their behalf and distributing the revenues to them.  Since 2014 these rates have remained generally the same. 
There are other mill levies for drainage districts and other purposes that vary depending on where residents live. 
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Property Tax Delinquency Factor 
The third factor is the level on delinquent collections for the given budget year’s property tax bills.  It is the percent of property 
owners’ tax bill that is unpaid for that given budget year.  Below is a chart illustrating since 2008 the property tax delinquency rate. 
We show both the amount the UG estimated as part of the budget process, as well as the actual amount of delinquency that 
occurred.  Highest delinquency collection rate was at 12% in 2009 during the house market meltdown of the great recession, which 
has progressively dropped over the decade to 5.4% in 2019.  

 

 
   
Budgeted delinquency rates in 2017-2021 were estimated higher than the actual, due to successful collection efforts, such as: 
      - pursuing collections via three tax sales per year of all properties that are over 3 years delinquent,  
      - more focused efforts in tax collection by the Delinquent Real Estate Division, 
      - requiring current year taxes be brought current before entering payment plan for past year delinquency, 
      - a vacancy registry for mortgage foreclosed properties that reduces the time from delinquency from three years to one year, 
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      - pursuing all parcels more than three years delinquent, not just those with the highest amount of revenue owed,  
      - coordinating directly with UG departments to ensure that they are being accurately tracked and placed into the tax sale, 
      - ensuring accurate and precise delivery of notice to all parcels going into the tax sale process, and   
      - ensuring those seeking payment plans make the required payments or are put back in the next tax sale per State Statute.   
 
Beginning in 2020, approximately $650,000 per year is being refunded by the Unified Government back to Hollywood Casino as a 
result of the property tax appeal settlement.  These refunds are scheduled for 2020, 2021, 2022, and 2023.  The last line on the 
chart reflects the delinquency rate if these Hollywood Casino refunds were not being made.  The chart includes an estimated 
increase in delinquencies in 2021 at 7.3% due to the COVID-19 pandemics impact, as residents and businesses are assumed may be 
having difficulty keeping up payments after job losses and business closures. After 2021 the delinquency rates gradually reduce as 
the economy is assumed to stabilize after the pandemic. 
 
Prior Year Actual and Budgeted Estimates for Property Tax Revenue 
The table below details the amount of property taxes that have been collected and deposited in the three UG General Funds over the 
past eight years, and an estimated amount for 2021 and 2022.  Property tax revenues stayed relatively flat in 2017 and 2018 due to 
a 2-mill reduction in each of those two years (for a total of 4 mills in 2018 compared with 2016).  Revenues increased by $2.7 million 
in 2019 despite another 2-mill reduction in the City General Fund due to strong growth in assessed value and lower delinquencies.  
Collections in 2021 thru 2022 include the same level of mill levies as in 2019 and 2020 yet increase by 6.6% and 3.3% respectively.  
This increase in 2021 is due to strong assessed value growth, offset by higher delinquencies caused by the pandemic and the 
absence of $650,000 in revenue in each year that was refunded to Hollywood Casino due to the tax appeal settlement. The lower 
growth rate for 2023 is a result of a very low 1% growth rate in commercial properties that were greatly affected by the 2020 
pandemic.  This low rate is offset by strong growth in residential property values in 2022. 
 

 
 
In the Forecast period, property tax revenue is projected to increase over the Forecast period, by a 9.4% increase in 2023, 6.6% in 
2024, 7.0% in 2025, 6.4% in 2026 and 5.8% in 2027. The Forecast assumes the property tax mill levies will remain flat during the 
Forecast period.  These 2022 and 2023 estimates include the continued loss of revenue due to the refund resulting from the 
Hollywood Casino tax appeal, one of the County’s largest property taxpayers.  The increase in the growth rate in 2023 is based on 
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the assumption that commercial property values will rebound from the pandemic and residential growth will remain strong.  The 
subsequent increases anticipated completion of various economic development projects currently being undertaken.   
 
General Funds Sales and Compensating Use Tax 
Sales and use tax revenue is the second largest revenue source constituting 24% of total 2021 General Fund revenues.  The tables 
below display over the past ten years revenue data for sales and compensating use tax separately.  The average annual percentage 
growth of sales and use tax revenue over the period between 2013 and 2022 was 6.4%; but, excluding the influx of STAR bond 
revenue in 2017 results in an average annual increase in revenue of only 4.0%.  At the end of 2016, the Unified Government paid off 
the STAR Bonds issued to construct public improvements related to the Legends shopping area and as a result beginning in 2017 the 
sales and use tax revenue generated by the shopping area were then available to deposit in the Unified Government’s operating 
accounts to support a variety of operating needs and one time capital projects. 
 
The decline/stall in 2018 sales tax was due to an unanticipated downturn in retail sales receipts activity beginning in mid-2018 and 
continuing into 2019.  The decline in 2020 of (1.1%) was due to the closure of businesses during the shelter-in-place period in the 
spring of 2020 and continued slowdown of retail activity due to the COVID-10 pandemic, although this decline was not as bad as 
was anticipated because grocery store and home improvement sales were up during this same time.  A 10.5% growth rate is 
assumed for 2021 based on year-to-date receipts. The 2022 budgeted estimate shows an increase of only 1.8% because it was 
developed in mid-2021 before the full growth rate of receipts in 2021 was revealed.   
 
General Fund Sales Tax Revenue 

 
 
Sales tax revenues for the City and County General Funds were estimated in the Amended 2020 Budget to only be $33.4 million, yet 
collections to date were $41.3 million.  Due to the COVID-19 pandemic the Amended 2020 sales tax revenue estimate was set at a 
(20%) reduction compared with 2019 actuals yet based on actual 2020 collections the decline was only (1.1%). This additional 
revenue in 2020 compared to its budgeted estimate of $7.9 million coincides similarly to the level of fund balance reserves that were 
budgeted to be utilized to continue operations without causing disruptions, such as employee layoffs.  This unanticipated influx in 
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sales tax revenue in 2020 ensured that the General Fund retain its cash balances for unanticipated events in 2022 and beyond.  
 
During the forecast period an average growth rate of 2.7% is used for sales tax revenue based on conservative views of changing 
consumer patterns. This projection is based on prior year average growth rate of 3.3% of county-wide retail sales receipts, then 
discounted to reflect the fact that the $9.6 million received in previous STAR bond revenue from the Legends shopping area is 
capped per various bond documents. 
 
Compensating use tax is difficult to estimate due to one-time taxes paid by companies purchasing equipment and materials for their 
growth needs, and the progressively increasing shift of consumer activities from “brick-and-mortar” stores to online retail sales.  As 
the following table details, compensating use tax revenue grew by $1.045 million in 2017 with the significant one-time acquisition of 
robotic and other equipment for the new Amazon Fulfillment Center. The same use taxes paid by Amazon in 2017 was refunded 
back to the company in January 2018 in conformance with the development agreement’s IRB use tax waiver provisions, partially 
contributing to a decline in collections in 2018 of $1.875 million. For 2020 and 2021, compensating use tax collections increased by 
20% in 2020 and 17% in 2021 as consumers were purchasing products online due to the pandemic. 
 
General Fund Compensating Use Tax Revenue 

 
 
During the forecast period an average growth rate of 4.3% is used for use tax revenue based on conservative view of changing 
consumer patterns. 
 
Franchise Taxes and PILOT 
Franchise tax revenue is the third largest revenue source at $41.9 million constituting 17% of total 2022 General Fund revenues. The 
average annual percentage growth of franchise tax revenue over the period between 2013 and 2022 was 1.9%.  Most of the 
franchise tax is from the rate percentages used to calculate the franchise tax payments made by the Board of Public Utilities (BPU), 
of which many refer to as the “payment in lieu of tax” (PILOT).  The current PILOT is 11.9% of BPU electric and water utilities gross 
revenues.  A 1% change in the electric and water utilities franchise tax percentage represents approximately $3.0 million in revenue.  
Franchise taxes are also collected on the UG’s sewer system, and private sector firms providing video services, gas, cable television 
and telephone.   
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Increases in 2017 and 2018 for the BPU electric PILOT were due to an increase in their electric rates to fund required capital 
infrastructure for their power plant and distribution systems.  The 4% drop in 2019 is attributed to reductions in electric consumption 
levels in industry and commercial classifications.  These consumption levels are anticipated to continue to drop in 2020 and 2021 
related to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
Franchise Tax Revenue related to BPU Electric Services (PILOT) 
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Franchise Tax Revenue related to Water Services (PILOT) 

 
 
Franchise Tax Revenue related to UG Sewer Services (PILOT) 

 
 
The average growth rate in the future five years for franchise taxes from BPU electric and water services is 1.4% consistent with 
BPU gross revenue patterns, and for the UG Sewer System it is 3% due to expected sewer system rate increases to cover the capital 
costs related to the EPA consent decree.  Other services charged a franchise tax include companies providing services in video, 
telephone, gas and telephone and their average growth rate is varies with the services provided with telephone and cable trending 
down by (2%-10%) annually.  Gas and video services are expected to growth annually in the 2%-3% range. 
 
General Funds Charges for Services 
Charges for services revenue is the fourth largest revenue source at $15.1 million constituting 6% of total 2022 General Fund 
revenues.  User fees are charged to fund services that either the City provides or contracts with outside agencies to provide.  Fees 
can be charged for services that are provided to all residents and businesses or could be charged only to a specific user group.  This 
also includes non-residents that are using the services.  Charges and fees reduce the need for additional tax revenues and should be 
used to offset the cost of providing that service. For example, the City charges a monthly trash/recycling fee that is used to pay for 
trash pickup.  Fees are also charged for recreational activities provided by the Parks and Recreation Department.   
 
The following tables display the historic charges for services collections over the past ten years.  The first table includes total charges 
for services in the General Fund, followed by detailed information of several of the larger fee sources.  In jail fees category (charges 
by the Sheriff’s Office to the Kansas City, Kansas Police Department) you will find revenues in 2020 dropped 50% due to the COVID 
pandemic impacting law enforcement efforts, which this reduced level continues in 2021. Planning and building fees for 2021 were 
increased by 22% due to year-to-date collections. 
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Total General Fund Charges for Services 

 
 
Residential Trash Charges for Services 

 
 
Jail Fees 

 
 
Planning and Building Inspection Charges for Services 

 
 
The past performance and economic assumptions generally form the basis to project the specific revenue source’s future 
performance.  The average growth rate in the future five years for total charges for services is 4.2%.  Residential trash charges for 
services future revenue is forecast to increase by 3% correlated to historic increases in residential trash collection costs.  Jail fees 
future revenue is forecast to increase by 2.2% correlated to historic increases in inmate housing costs. Planning and building 
inspection fees future revenue is forecast to increase by 6.7% correlated to historic increases in the value of new construction in the 
community.   
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General Funds Expenditures 
 
General Fund Forecast for 2023-2027 projects expenditure increases ranging from 1.4% to 2.6%, on total 2022 expenditures of 
$247 million. The first table as follows provides expenditure estimates which include year-over-year increases for the future five 
years.  The second table displays the steady growth projected for General Fund expenditures. Fiscal Year 2023 expenditures are 
estimated to modestly increase by $3.5 million or 1.4% due to resumption in 2022 to prior budgeted levels for personnel and cash-
funded capital projects and equipment (capital outlay).   
 
General Funds Expenditure Baseline Forecast 
Fiscal Year 2023-2027 

 
General Funds Salary & Benefits 
The table above depicts the salaries and benefit costs for the next six years.  Total General Fund salary and benefits increase from 
$177.8 million in 2022 to $204.9 million in 2027. In 2022, salary and benefits costs represent 72% of the expenditure budget and 
grows to 74% by 2027.  
 
The tables below detail total combined personnel costs for the General Fund, followed by two tables with salaries and then benefits 
separately presented. The prior ten-year annual average growth of salary and benefits costs was 2.8%. 
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Over the Forecast period, salary and benefits costs remain relatively constant on a 
proportional basis in comparison to other operating expenditures.  The five-year growth 
rate is 2.9% reflecting expected increases in the employer contributions for pensions 
and while anticipating slightly lower health care cost contributions due to design plan 
changes.   The Forecast period includes a moderate cost of living adjustment for all 
labor groups and no additional FTE beginning in 2023.  Leave benefit payouts and KP&F 
special payments associated with expected retirements are one-time expenses and are 
expected to drop-off in the years following 2025.  
 
Benefit costs vary due to one-time KP&F special payments to the employees expected to 
retire, on-going increases in employer contributions to both KPERS and KP&F pensions 
attributed to retirement pay-outs, and on-going estimated annual increases of 5.75% in 

general health care costs.  Pension and health benefit employer contributions are based as a percentage of on-going salary costs; 
thus, as lower salaries replace retired employee positions, overall benefit costs also decline on a relative basis.   
 
Total General Fund Salaries and Benefits 

 
 
The General Fund’s salary and wages costs include actual rate of pay by position in accordance with the applicable labor contract 
between the UG and its labor groups. Additionally, a line for the number of budgeted FTE has been added for more information. 
 
General Fund Salaries and Wages 

 
 
Employee benefits primarily include pensions, healthcare, workers’ compensation and unemployment insurance.  Pension and health 
care benefits comprise of 95% of total benefit costs in 2022, amounting to $25 million for employer contributions to the retirement 
systems and $28 million in health benefit employer contributions. Prior ten-year annual average growth of benefits costs was 5.0%. 
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General Fund Employee Benefits 

 
 
 
General Funds Services 
Services expenditures is the second largest cost category of the General Fund totaling $45.6 million in 2022 or 18% of total 
expenditures.  This category includes residential waste (trash), the Kansas City Area Transportation Authority (ATA) contract, inmate 
medical contract, inmate housing, jail food and transportation, demolition, rents and leases, repair and maintenance, property and 
general liability insurance premiums, telephone, outside legal costs, counsel/guardian ad litem, and other professional and 
contractual services.    
 
General Fund Services Expenditures 

 
 
Forecast assumptions vary per the respective cost category and, in most cases, are based on statistical correlation with the cost 
driver being statistical correlated to the cost category.  Correlation is a statistical technique that can show whether and how strongly 
pairs of variables are related.  A correlation is a single number that describes the degree of relationship between two variables, with 
the closer the correlation calculation approaches 1.0 the more correlated are the two variables.   
 
Services increased an average annual rate of 6.2% over the ten-year period.  There were notable increases in 2018 and 2019 for 
inmate contract bed, inmate food costs, residential waste collection contract costs, and cost increases in other services. The increase 
in 2019 is due to increases in rents and software leases related to the Police Department’s body cameras, upgrades to the 
Neighborhood Resource Center permitting software and enhancement to the UG-wide Microsoft operating system contract.  
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Residential Trash Contract Services Expenditures 

 
 
Residential waste (trash) 2022 contract costs of $7.8 million (along with related costs in other cost categories) are offset by trash 
services revenues of $10.0 million which also covers landfill maintenance and other costs in the Environmental Trust Fund.  
Residential waste management services increased an average annual rate of 4.1% over the ten-year period.  For the Forecast, 
residential waste (trash) contract costs strongly correlate to population and inflationary growth rates combined of 3%. 
 
Area Transit Authority (ATA) Contract Services Expenditures 

 
 
ATA contract costs in 2022 are anticipated to be around $3.3 million being partially offset by an anticipated grants and passenger 
fare revenue. ATA transit contract services increased an average annual rate of 5.7% over the ten-year period.  For the Forecast, the 
ATA contract cost assumption is 3% annually with the assumption of no changes in routes or loss of grant funding.   
 
Inmate Contract Beds and Medical Contract Services Expenditures 

 
 
Inmate housing, medical and related jail contract costs of $6.1 million in 2022.  These services increased an average annual rate of 
0.4% over the ten-year period.  Inmate housing and food services cost assumptions are a combination of factors, as the UG 
transitions away from paying for private sector jail beds to housing inmates in existing adult jail and the new juvenile justice center 
facilities.  For the Forecast, the assumption includes increases for food costs while maintaining constant the amounts paid out in 
contracted private sector inmate beds.  Associated personnel cost increases related to increased jail security needs in existing 
facilities are reflected in the salary and cost category.  Medical inmate contracted costs are forecasted to increase annually over the 
forecast period by 5.8%, based on the annual rate of medical-related inflation. 
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Demolition and clearance total budget for 2022 is maintained at $630,000. The Forecast inflates these costs by 4.0% which is the 
median household income growth rate of which it strongly correlates. Due to their strong correlation, contractual services, rent/lease 
costs and repair and maintenance cost assumptions are based on the historic percentage changes in assessed valuation, or around 
2% annually.  The other professional services cost assumption is 1.5% annually.  The cost categories for other services and our 
strongly correlates to inflation, estimated at an annual growth rate of 2%. 
 
General Funds Supplies and Materials 
Supplies and materials expenditures of the General Fund total $6.0 million in 2022 or 2.4% of total expenditures.  This category 
includes gasoline and fuel, utilities, clothing, maintenance and construction materials (not included in capital outlay), vehicle parts, 
office equipment, custodial materials, ammunition and other supplies. 
 
General Fund Supplies and Materials Expenditures 

 
 
Gasoline and fuel costs have increased over the past few years due to increasing market rates, from $1.1 million in 2016 down to 
$1.4 million in 2022.  The Forecast retains a $1.4 million funding level for this cost category due to year over year price volatility in 
this cost category and recent increases in gasoline and fuel costs.  Utility costs strongly correlates to BPU kilowatt data is projected 
to increase at 2.4%.  All other supplies and materials cost categories strongly correlate inflation of 1.5%. 
 
General Funds Grants & Claims 
Grants and claims expenditures of the General Fund total $7.2 million in 2022 or 2.9% of total expenditures.  In 2022, this category 
includes a City General Fund intra-fund contribution to the Consolidated Parks and Recreation (General) Fund of $4.1 million, grants 
totaling $1.2 million, claims and judgments estimate of $850,000, and taxes that are remitted, rebated and/or refunded totaling 
$500,000.  The grants and claims costs correlate with inflation, or 2% annually. The City General Fund intra-fund contribution (cost) 
to the Consolidated Parks and Recreation (General) Fund of $4.1 million is offset by a corresponding revenue in the Consolidated 
Parks and Recreation (General) Fund. 
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General Fund Grants & Claims Expenditures 

 
 
General Funds Cash-Funded Capital Projects and Equipment 
Cash-Funded Capital Projects and Equipment (or capital outlay) expenditures total $6.3 million in 2022 or 2.5% of total expenditures. 
Capital outlay expenditures are those capital projects and equipment paid from the “cash” category in the Capital and Maintenance 
Improvement Program (CMIP). Of the total in 2022, $3.9 million is dedicated to equipment and machinery. The remaining $2.4 
million is dedicated to public building improvements, design and engineering, bridge and park improvements, parking lot 
improvements and capital project contingencies.  Capital outlay for 2020 was reduced due to the COVID-19 pandemic but was 
augmented in 2021 and 2022 to address deferred improvements and equipment acquisition needs. 
 
General Fund Cash-Funded Capital Projects and Equipment Expenditures 

 
 
Cash-Funded Capital Projects and Equipment expenditures in the Forecast for 2022 and 2026 are based on the planned CMIP 
projects as reflected in the Adopted 2022 Budget.  Capital outlay costs are forecast to resume to prior levels, with $6.3 million in 
2022 to $10.2 million in 2027, or up to 3.7% of the total expenditures compared to 2.5% in 2022.  The 2023 planned projects and 
beyond are higher due to a budgeted greater cash-funded investment in our street preservation program and facilities deferred 
maintenance to address the concerns of residents and service delivery demands. Between 2023 and 2027, the levels of funding 
reflect what has been listed in the CMIP capital schedule in the 2021 Unified Government budget document. This level of funding is 
maintained in 2027 to reflect an ongoing commitment to fund a basic level of infrastructure and ongoing maintenance and replace 
equipment.   
 
A recent condition assessment report of the UG’s over 150 facilities and buildings quantified over $250 million in deferred 
maintenance costs, which is significant given the size of UG organization and geographic service area.  Due to on-going operations, 
additional capital funding to address these deferred maintenance facility needs is challenging.  In addition, the Public Works 
Department has quantified that the UG needs to invest annually an additional $20 million in its street preservation program for the 
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next 18 years to maintain its streets at the UG’s Pavement Condition Index (PCI) from 53 to 74. After the 18 years, continued 
funding of between $12-$14 million annually is needed to maintain the 74 PCI level.  Bridges are also in need of repairs with an 
annual additional unfunded need of $14 million over the next 20 years. 
 
Street and road maintenance have been consistently rated as the top priority for UG focus in resident community surveys of UG 
services performance. In the absence of operating reductions, a property tax mill rate increase, or other identified resources, the 
UG’s current general obligation debt capacity is not currently large enough to finance this level of infrastructure investment.  Funding 
these deferred maintenance costs will be challenging without additional resources.  
 
[Additional discussion of UG capital projects and infrastructure needs is provided in the executive summary.] 
 
General Funds Debt Service 
The only debt service payment made directly from the General Fund is the Soccer Stadium Parking General Obligation Bonds 
(originally issued as Series 2010-H) with principal and interest payment amounting to approximately $638,000 annually.  In 
September 2020, the Unified Government refinanced these bonds which lowered the bond payments in 2021 and 2022. The annual 
amounts included in the Forecast are based on the bond documents’ annual debt service schedule.  This debt payment is offset by 
Soccer Stadium Ticket Tax revenues received from the soccer facility. 
 
All other bonded debt service payments are recorded in the City Debt Service Fund and County Debt Service Fund.   
 
General Funds Transfers & Other 
Transfers and Other expenditures total $3.9 million in 2022 and drop to $2.7 million during the forecast period.  This category 
includes transfers-out to other UG funds and budget contingencies in 2022 and beyond.  The Forecast keeps transfers-out to other 
UG funds at a constant level.   
 
Transfers that are budgeted for 2023 and beyond include 1.5 million annually for the debt service on the Juvenile Center project, 
approximately $250,000 to the Sewer (Water Pollution Control) fund payback of an advance made by the Sewer Fund in 2015, with 
the remainder going to support activities of the Baseball Stadium and other UG funds. 
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Wyandotte County was organized on January 29, 1859. The county contains the 
cities of Bonner Springs (part), Edwardsville, Kansas City and Lake Quivira (part), and 
was named for the Wyandot Indians (various spellings). The Wyandot Indians arrived 
in the area from Ohio in 1843. They were responsible for the early cultivation of the 
land, barn buildings, planting of orchards, and road building. The Wyandot 
Constitutional Convention met on July 5, 1859, remained in session twenty-one days, 
and at the close gave Kansas a new constitution. This constitution was approved by 
the people on October 4, 1859. Other significant historical facts include: White Church 
was founded in 1832 and is the oldest church in Kansas still in use; the first county fair 
was held in 1863 on the levee in Wyandot and the first school district was organized in 
1867 in the city of Wyandot. 
Unified Government of Wyandotte County / Kansas City, Kansas 
701 North 7th Street, Kansas City, KS 66101   P 913-573-5280   W wycokck.org 
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